
 

An Elf’s Journal 
 

Hello there! My name is Serdica and I am an associate elf! One amongst Santa’s elves! We have                  

got varied duties here at the North Pole. You may wonder, what precisely do elves do? Well,                 

who does one suppose, does the gift creating, the gift wrapping, the assortment of the naughty                

and nice children. I have been allotted is the gift creating job. All the toys, games and consoles                  

you receive from Santa are handmade by us with a lot of love! The casual life of an elf is kind of                      

exhausting sometimes, however, eventually, it's entirely worth it! Every day we have to wake up               

and be ready and happy. Otherwise, if we do not listen, just like you, we get put on the naughty                    

list. We work for 4-5 hours, then we tend to go home, eat dinner, spend time with family, and                   

finally go to sleep. Once Christmas ends we throw a massive Wrap up and New Year’s Eve                 

Party. We tend to do all the traditions that are related to this beautiful holiday. Now, I do know                   

what you might be questioning, “What does Santa do?” Well, first of all, he watches all the elves                  

ensuring that they are doing their jobs. If they are not working, they don’t get invited to the big                   

party. For us that is a tremendous punishment, therefore we work our hardest every day,               

regardless of anything. The sole time we do not work once is when we are sick or hurt badly.                   

There we tend to get to inspect how the other elves are doing. Typically even Santa comes in to                   

ascertain on us! If an elf ever meets him they arere terribly lucky. Santa seldomly shows his face,                  

everybody questions why. I suppose that is all to mention concerning my existence as an               

associate elf. Oh my! I just heard Santa calling for me. I suppose this means that I have to get                    

back to work. I will write again very soon. Also, you recognize the “Elf on the Shelf” factor,                  

right? Well, those are actually our actual brothers and sisters. Whenever you touch one amongst               

them they lose a part of their magic, therefore please don’t touch them. Thank you! See you                 

soon! 



 

 


